Digital watermarking research has generally focused upon two classes of watermarks, fragile and robust. Robust watermarks are designed to be detected even after attempts are made to remove them. Fragile watermarks are used for authentication purposes and are capable of detecting even minute changes of the watermarked content. Unfortunately, neither type of watermark is ideal when considering "information preserving" transformations (such as compression) which preserve the meaning or expression of the content and "information altering" transformations (such as feature replacement) which change the expression of the content. In this paper we describe a semi-fragile watermark for still images that can detect information altering transformations even after the watermarked content is subjected to information preserving alterations.
INTRODUCTION
The applications of digital multimedia have grown immensely in the past five years. Many inexpensive methods are readily available for synthesizing and editing multimedia information. Unlike analog information the reproduction of a digital media element is simple and robust. Furthermore a copy of a digital media element is identical to the original. Unfortunately, the very same properties that make a digital media element attractive for use and distribution also facilitate unauthorized use, misappropriation, and misrepresentation. Thus, there is great interest in developing technology that will help protect the integrity of a digital media element and the intellectual property rights of its owners.
Watermarking, which is the embedding of a signal (known as the watermark) into the original multimedia element is one method that has been proposed for the protection of digital media elements such as audio, video, and images. The embedding is performed in such a way that the watermark is imperceptible under normal observation conditions, this is possible by taking advantage of the masking and other properties of the human visual system [ 1] . The desired characteristics of watermarks used to convey ownership and track the distribution of a digital multimedia element differs significantly from those used to ensure the integrity of a digital work. Therefore two primary types of digital watermarks have been studied: robust watermarks and fragile watermarks. Recently, a third type of watermark (the semi-fragile watermark) that combines the characteristics of robust and fragile watermarks has also been studied.
Robust watermarks are designed to resist attempts to remove or destroy the watermark. Their primary applications are copyright protection and content tracking. Robustness of the embedded watermark to removal by signal processing areas of the watermarked image that have been tampered with can be determined and distinguished from areas where the watermarked image has not been modified. Early fragile watermarking systems embedded checksums [5] or pseudo-random sequences [6, 7] in the least-significant bit (LSB) plane of an image while more recent systems apply more sophisticated embedding mechanisms [8] , including the use of cryptographic hash functions [9] to detect changes to a watermarked image.
Robust and fragile watermarks are not ideal when considering "information preserving" transformations (such as compression) which preserve the meaning or expression of the content and "information altering" transformations (such as feature replacement) which change the expression of the content. Consider a watermarked image that is tampered by the addition or removal of features and then subsequently lossy-compressed. If the embedded watermark was a robust watermark, the detector could miss the relatively small feature changes because robust watermark detection typically examines large-scale correlations and dismiss the localized feature changes as noise. If the embedded watermark was a fragile watermark, the quantization noise of the compression will cause the detector to identify the entire image as tampered, even though the modified image would appear similar to the original with the exception of the modified features.
In this paper, we describe a semi-fragile watermark for still images that is capable of authenticating an image even after some degree of lossy compression has been done to the watermarked image.
Semi-fragile watermarks
A semi-fragile watermark combines the properties of fragile and robust watermarks. Like a robust watermark, a semi-fragile watermark is capable of tolerating some degree of change to the watermarked image, such as the addition of quantization noise from lossy compression. And like a fragile watermark, the semi-fragile watermark is capable of localizing regions of the image that have been tampered and distinguishing them from regions that are still authentic. Thus, a semi-fragile watermark can differentiate between localized tampering and information-preserving, lossy transformations. An example where semi-fragile techniques are useful includes a digital camera that embeds a camera-dependent signature (the watermark) into an image as the user takes a snapshot [10] . This embedded authentication watermark allows the user to show that the picture is not falsified or altered. However, it is not unreasonable to assume that the user may wish to post the digital image on the Internet, where lossy compression, such as JPEG, would be employed. Ideally, we would want the embedded watermark to also remain in the compressed image.
Because the primary applications of semi-fragile watermarks involve tamper detection and image authentication, the overall requirements of a semi-fragile watermarking system resemble those of fragile watermarking systems. The ability to identify regions of suspected alterations and distinguish those regions from other areas where there is high confidence that the watermarked image has not been damaged is crucial. Like most authentication systems, the watermark detector must not require that the original, unmarked image be available (i.e. blind detection.) And as in the general case of invisible watermarking, the protection provided by the watermark cannot degrade the value of the image.
Challenges and recent work in semi-fragile watermarks
In the development of semi-fragile watermarking systems, one should first consider the challenges that prevent naive use of a good fragile or robust watermarking technique as a semi-fragile technique. Many fragile watermarking systems perform watermark embedding on the LSB plane and are unable to tolerate a single bit error in this bit. However, the quantization noise introduced by compression is likely to cause many least significant bits to change. Furthermore, recent fragile watermarking systems employ cryptographic hash functions which are not suitable in a semi-fragile framework. A hash function h(x) will produce completely different outputs h(x1) and h(x2) if the binary inputs x1 and x2 are distinct but very similar. Even if some characteristic of the image that is expected to remain invariant during lossy compression was hashed, the output of the hash function would have to be embedded in a way that is resilient to errors.
The challenge of transforming a simple robust watermarking technique into a semi-fragile technique is to somehow gain the ability to detect and localize altered regions in the image. In spread-spectrum embedding, the watermark is treated as a low power signal transmitted through a very noisy channel. For reliable signal detection, long sequences are required at the receiver (watermark detector). Using sequences that are too short can result in false detections since the detector output would essentially be more dependent on the characteristics of the image and not of the watermark. However, while using longer sequences one can achieve better detection, long sequences also limit the localization sensitivity. To achieve better localization and reliable detection, a method for achieving processing gain is required.
Recent approaches for providing localized alteration detection, while allowing some robustness to image compression, include: embedding a low-information (or heavily quantized) version of the original image into the watermarked image, embedding key-dependent random patterns in blocks of the image, wavelet embedding to take advantage of the spatial and frequency information provided by the wavelet transform, and embedding multiple watermarks. These are discussed in more detail below.
The technique of embedding a low-information version of the original image is proposed in [1 1], this method was found to resist JPEG compression with a quality factor of 90. For some applications, this is an interesting technique to consider but the limited tolerance to lossy compression makes it impractical. Embedding information to "recover" the damage that had been inflicted upon an altered watermarked image is unnecessary for many applications that only require the damage be detected and localized.
Another technique is described in [12] , where a spread-spectrum watermark is embedded in the DCT domain by a construction involving projections of image blocks to random smooth patterns. The patterns are used to construct the spreadspectrum signal that is embedded in the middle frequencies of the DCT. The technique was shown to survive moderate levels of JPEG compression. Techniques based on the wavelet transform have also been proposed to localize alterations. One wavelet-based technique based on Haar wavelets is proposed in [13] , which was shown to be tolerant to high quality JPEG compression.
Embedding multiple watermarks [14] has also been described as a method of authenticating an image with a degree of robustness. For example, a robust watermark can be embedded into an image to establish ownership followed by the embedding of a fragile watermark for authentication. The primary disadvantage is that if lossy compression is performed, all of the authentication information is lost whereas a semi-fragile watermark is capable of providing a degree of authenticity even after lossy compression.
A SEMI-FRAGILE WATERMARK
The semi-fragile watermark we propose is based on extending a simple spread-spectrum watermarking technique with a modified detector that performs correlations of pixel differences in the spatial domain. The detection process is performed on each block of the image (as opposed to using the entire image) so regions of alterations can be identified.
Watermark construction and embedding
The watermark is constructed in the DCT domain to generate a smooth watermark that will resist being damaged by JPEG compression. Pseudo-random zero-mean, unit variance Gaussian distributed numbers are used for the watermark and are located in each DCT block as shown in Figure 1 . Each block has a different watermark but the watermark is distributed in the block identically. For color images only the luminance component is watermarked. Note that some coefficients of each block, including the DC coefficient, are unmarked. The DC value is unmarked because any non-zero value added is likely to be visible and its effect does not contribute significantly to the detector. The high frequency AC coefficients are unmarked because any embedding at those frequencies is likely to be destroyed by lossy JPEG compression. 
Watermark detection
Watermark detection is performed on a block-by-block basis for the localization of regions likely to be altered. A test statistic is generated for each block and compared with a threshold to classify the block as probably authentic or likely altered. First we describe how the detection statistic is generated for each block, and then how the classification is performed.
The block correlation detector
As mentioned earlier, a simple correlation detector will not be sufficient to achieve good detection because the length of the sequences to be correlated need to be much longer than the number of points available in a small block to overcome the power of the image signal.
Our detector is based on the differences of adjacent pixel values in the spatial domain. Most natural images consist of large areas of relatively smooth features with an occasional edge, so the power in a difference signal should be substantially less than the power of the signal. Therefore, unless an edge is present, the difference between adjacent pixel values will be the embedded watermark signal and a low energy random component from the image itself. Let Tb denote a block of the test image and Wb denote the corresponding block of the watermark. (The detector can regenerate the watermark image given the generator key and the used to embed the watermark.) If either the column difference or the row difference was correlated with the corresponding watermark difference, the result would involve n2-n points (n=block size) because the last column or row of a difference block is always zero. We can achieve a more accurate correlation, however, by considering both the row and column differences to lessen the effect of horizontal and vertical edges.
Let Tb* be the concatenation of the column-difference and row-difference of the test image block and let Wb* be the corresponding watermark image as shown in equation 4 below:
w1: =[COL(Wb(x,y)) Row(Wb(x,y))]
Correlating Tb* and Wb* involves 2(n2-n) points, which is greater than the n2 points for a spatial correlation of the block. The block detection statistic is then the normalized correlation Pb shown in equation 5. Note that the dot product is defined on vectors and not matrices, so Tb* and Wb* are first "reshaped" to a row or column vector. The permutation by which the reshaping is performed is not important as long as the same permutation is used for both Tb* and Wb*.
In summary, by correlating the spatial difference between adjacent pixels as opposed to a direct correlation, the expected signal power arising from the original image is dramatically reduced and a small amount of accuracy is gained by virtue of using more correlation points.
Classifying the blocks
Once the normalized correlation statistic Pbhas been obtained for each block (equation 5 above), it is compared to a threshold T and an outcome is chosen:
Pb T: Block is authentic Pb < T: Block is altered.
First consider the problem of blind detection, where the object is to determine the presence of the watermark in a test image. Let Xb be a block of the original (unmarked) image and define Xb* to be the difference block as defined by:
x1; = [COL (Xb(x, y)) ROW (Xb (x,y))J
Natural images tend to have large, relatively smooth regions with occasional edges so we expect Xb* to be zero-mean and have very small variance unless edges or strong textures are present. Since we are attempting to detect Wb* in a test image, Xb* is treated as uncorrelated noise and the binary hypothesis test is H0: Observe Xb* versus H1: Observe Wb* + Xb*. From classical detection theory [15] , the optimum detectors are correlation-based. If some assumptions about Wb* and Xb* were made, explicit expressions for the probability of false detection and miss can be derived. However, one can immediately see that the detector will perform well in smooth regions of the image and not as well in regions with edges or textures.
If a watermarked image undergoes quantization (quantization noise Q is added) the expectation is that Q will be uncorrelated with Wb* and the statistic will decrease, however the amplitude of Q should be sufficiently small so that Pb is still above the threshold T for an unaltered block. If a deliberate attempt has been made to alter the image (perhaps by adding or removing a feature), and the attacker does not know the structure of the watermark, the probability that the altered block will be correlated with Wb* S very small and PbO
EVALUATION OF THE SEMI-FRAGILE WATERMARK
3.1.
Evaluation Procedure
To evaluate the proposed technique, a synthetic image ("gradient") and real images ("girls", "sign", and "money") were altered (see Figure 3 and Figure 4 below) prior to watermarking. A difference image between the (unmarked) altered and original versions of each image was constructed to establish the "truth" since knowledge of whether a particular block contains alterations is essential in evaluating the detector. Obviously, the watermark detector itself will not have access to these difference images.
Once a difference image has been constructed, the original image was watermarked (=5.O, which was nearly invisible.) Then, for every pixel location where the unmarked original differs from the (unmarked) altered image, the corresponding pixel was copied from the altered image to the watermarked image, overwriting the watermarked image contents at these locations. Finally, this watermaked image and several compressed versions of it were created. This procedure simulates an attacker acquiring a watermarked image, altering it, and then lossy-compressing the altered image.
The detector generates a separate statistic Pb for each block. The values of Pb for altered and unaltered blocks determines the detectability. Let Pu be the set of detection statistics (Pb) for all unaltered blocks, and PA be the set of Pb for altered blocks.
If Figure 5 shows the same results in graphical form. The detection block size is 16x16 pixels. The detector should have little difficulty discerning the unaltered and altered blocks for lightly compresssed "gradient" and "sign" images, as the difference in the means are large. However, effects of the edges in "sign" and the textures in "money" can be seen by the low difference of means for even high-quality compression. Out of the three real images examined, we expect "girls" to exhibit the best performance and "money" the worst.
The detector performance, measured as the percentage of correctly classified blocks, varies as the detection threshold is changed. Figure 6 shows the percentage of correct detections for the four images at various compression levels (see Table 1 for the bit rates at each JPEG compression level). For moderate compression, at least 75% correct block detection was achieved for all images using a threshold of T=O. 1 . It is interesting to note that the performance does not decrease uniformly as the amount of compression is increased; some edges present in the image that cause detector errors may be "softened" by lossy compression, yielding better detection. Figure 7 shows an example illustrating the performance of the detector (see the caption for the embedding and detection parameters). Most of the detection errors occur near the edges in the image or in textured areas, as expected. Some of the detection misses near the edge of an altered region may be unreasonable for any semi-fragile watermark detector to find-a block is considered "altered" even if a single pixel value within that block was changed from the original. A semi-fragile detector with single-pixel sensitivity and resilience to lossy compression may not be feasible.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
A semi-fragile watermark was described which could identify altered regions within a watermarked image with 75% accuracy under moderate compression and with near 90% accuracy under light compression. The detector was based on correlation of spatial-domain differences, which takes advantage of the fact that most natural images consist of large regions that are relatively smooth. Edges and textures increase the probability of erroneous detection.
While the presence of edges and texture can be a problem for the detector, regions of the image that are highly textured can also be more strongly watermarked due to the masking effects of the human visual system. Therefore, using the proposed watermarking technique with some kind of visual model should increase performance.
It should be noted that the size of the block chosen to determine whether portions of the image has been tampered also greatly affects the performance results. The block size studied here (16x16) is fairly small and for many practical applications, it may be sufficient to detect tampering on a much coarser scale (larger block size) where the accuracy results can be greatly 
